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confront a parent’s anguish and pain. 
“You send your child out to ride a bicy-

cle—” Thomson thinks aloud, looking back.
The sentence is left hanging. “I’ll never forget.

“We don’t know these people. They come
in, and we don’t know the patient, we don’t
know the family, and we have to tell some-
one their loved one has died. . . . That’s the
toughest part about what we do in emer-
gency medicine.” 

David Thomson (Res ’90) is associate
professor of EM and director of transport
medicine for SUNY Upstate Medical
University in Syracuse, New York. He is also
medical director of Telemedicine, a remote
audio/visual medical service. 

Ineed some help. My son’s been shot.”
Stunned, nearly in shock, a mother walks,
unexpectedly, through the ED ambulance

doors at Pitt County Memorial Hospital in
Greenville, North Carolina. Physicians and
nurses run out to her car, where the 10-
year-old sits in the front seat, unconscious,
unresponsive, a bullet in his stomach.

The boy had been playing outside when
somebody was shooting at somebody else,
and he was in between. His mother races him
to the ED, where Ritu Sahni is on duty. Sahni
and others put the boy on life support:
breathing tube, IV fluids. If they don’t stop

the bleeding pronto, they’ll lose him. They’re
able to stabilize him for surgery; and just 20
minutes after Sahni met the desperate mother
at the door, the boy is in the OR. He survives.

Ritu Sahni (Fel ’98, Res ’96) is assistant pro-
fessor of EM in the Brody School of Medicine at
East Carolina University in Greenville, North
Carolina, and medical director of EastCare,
named 2000 Program of the Year by the
Association of Air Medical Services. 

Did you hear it? the nurse asked me. 
“Hear what? 
“Did you hear the screams? Did you

hear the ghosts? We’ve all heard it. 
“And I said, Yes. I did. 
“I had a feeling that I could hear the

screams—cries—” Sandra Schneider pauses as
she recalls, “of the patients I cared for.” The
new ED at Rochester had just opened.
Schneider and the rest of the staff decided to
take, one by one, a final tour of the old ED. It
was the first and last time they would see the
rooms empty, the only time they would ever
walk through alone. In each room, Schneider
had the same “very weird, very odd” sensation
and heard the same unsettling echoes. 

Sandra Schneider (Res ’78, MD ’75) is
chair of EM at the University of Rochester School
of Medicine and chief of the ED at Rochester’s
Strong Memorial Hospital, in New York. �

We asked alumni of the University’s emer-
gency medicine (EM) training programs to
recall moments in their careers that have
stayed with them.

In Pittsburgh’s East Liberty neighborhood,
it’s late afternoon in July. A middle-aged
couple is walking down the sidewalk. The

man trips on a loose brick, falls into the
street. A moment later—in the space of a
breath or a scream—he’s dead.

When James Adams arrives in the emer-
gency medical services jeep, there is nothing
to do. The man’s skull has been flattened by
the wheels of a passing tractor-trailer. Adams
tries to comfort the wife: “She couldn’t be
sedated. She couldn’t be calmed. She couldn’t
be consoled.” 

That was the call Adams responded to
when, early in his second year of residency, he
ran radio contact with city paramedics for the
very first time. He’d become used to the
emergency department, where, as he puts it,
staff “can exert maximum control.” Here on
the street, it seemed, nobody had any control.
The fatal fragility of life at that scene, the
arbitrary, instantaneous accident that could
take it away, began to change the way Adams
viewed medicine and viewed life.

James Adams (Res ’91) is chair of EM at
Northwestern University School of
Medicine, in Chicago, Illinois, and chief of
the emergency department at Northwestern
Memorial Hospital.

Near Carnegie Mellon University, a
13-year-old boy is riding his bike.
Blazing downhill, he loses control,

smashes into a tree, and severs a major vessel.
He dies in the emergency department (ED)
at Presby before his father can get there.

Not as a doctor, but simply as another
human being, David Thomson, a resident
in his first month of training, must now

Alumni from Chicago to Carolina tell EM tales.
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